THE TOWN OF OUR DREAMS
"But we must insist," the Consul-General continued, "that
the rights of our nationals be respected. They are Indian
merchants. There were Indian merchants here long before
Great Britain assumed control of Kashmir in 1811."
There were also certain equivocal points needing to be
cleared up. On these the Consul-General proposed to dwell
when the British mission went to Urumchi, which was to be
in a little while. The problem of the White Russians and
their status needed to be settled. There were some twelve
hundred of them quartered at Maral-Bashi, near Kashgar,
under the orders of General Bektieff. They had no rights, no
papers, and it was to their interest to adapt their ideas to
those of every new government. Nobody was responsible for
what they did and what they did was disavowed by every*
body, But since they had fought for the Urumchi Govern-
ment, why should they not become Chinese subjects?
"Then," the Consul-General went on, "for our own
security and the security of our caravans these Tortinji raids
must be stopped. The Tortinjis commit highway robbery
and then make for safety in Earghiztan across the frontier."
Another point was the fact that the taotai now had no
authority whatever.
"This," said Colonel Thomson-Glover, "is inadmissible.
To have even the smallest matter of local concern dealt with,
I have to wait for months while it is being referred to
Urumchi. And, finally, if my caravan people are provided
with visas by the Kashgar authorities, they must not be
searched and sent back when they reach Tashkurgan."
When I asked the Colonel what he thought about Soviet
activity in Sinkiang, he observed that it was inevitable. But,
contrary to law, Russia had concluded treaties simultaneously
with Nanking and with Sheng Shih-tsai, as in the past she
had treated simultaneously with Nanking and Chang Tso
Lin in Manchuria. As for proofs of Soviet activities in the

